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Golden Popcorn Caviar, Popcorn Ricotta Cheese, Popcorn Soda, Tandoori Popcorn Soup with

Lemon Cardamom Yogurt. Do any of these sound interesting? Chef Darin Epp has created

over 800 original popcorn recipes and the best of these are in this inventive, one-of-a-kind

popcorn treasure. A book like no other, the pages are filled with mouthwatering, easy to

prepare concoctions from Soups, Whimsical dishes, Drink ideas, Dessert masterpieces and

Spiced up ideas. This book is for any foodie or creative chef who loves popcorn. Teamed with

the author's love for all things in wild print, it makes for a visually stunning popcorn book like no

other.

“Eating more vegetables is something we all know we should do, but we don't always know

how to make that happen in a way that is simple and delicious! Thank goodness for Larissa

and her amazing cookbook, Easy Vegetable Meals. It is fuss-free and makes cooking and

enjoying more vegetables feasible �and oh-so-tasty! Larissa is a wealth of knowledge who

supports our health and shows us that cooking and enjoying healthy food is something we all

can do!”  �Calista Chammas, FNTP, Founder of 4 Weeks to Nourished“Larissa's cookbook truly

stands out as unique. The book is amazingly functional, comprised of simple, elegant, and

easy to prepare meals with variety galore �including seasonality, vegetarian options, and always

healthy and delicious ideas. You now have a quick, reliable, feel-good solution to your cooking

woes.”  �Dennis Godby, Naturopathic Doctor, California License #84“Finally! A cookbook that

makes vegetarian cooking accessible, straightforward, and delicious. Larissa's true love for a

plant-based lifestyle shines through, and each recipe is jam-packed with pivotal nutrients to

help anyone have a balanced, healthy diet. My clients will drool over these recipes �as did I �and

so will you!”  �Tyler Brown, Integrative Nutrition Health Coach“The evidence is clear: choosing a

“plant-strong” diet rich in the fiber and unique phytonutrients that only plants contain is one of

the most impactful lifestyle behaviors for anyone who desires a healthy life free of chronic

disease. This clever book of creative, yet unintimidating recipes, along with strategic shopping

and preparation tips, addresses the number one barrier to busy families cooking healthy meals

at home �time. The hardest part might be deciding which of these delicious dishes to make first!”

 �Carolyn Fisher, Certified Health & Wellness Coach“Easy Vegetable Meals: A Fuss-Free

Cookbook for Everyone proves that nutritious, plant-based eating is anything but boring or

bland. This book is packed with a plethora of recipes that are easy, full of seasonal vegetables,

and most importantly, delicious! What we choose to eat is the foundation of our health, and

these recipes will get you back in the kitchen and feeling your best. Larissa combines simple

recipes and practical tips to make healthy eating fun, sustainable, and always tasty. This is a

book you’ll want on your shelf!”  �Kathryn Hogan, MS, RDN--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorLarissa Olczak has been a vegetarian/vegan for 15 years and is a

nutritional therapy practitioner and certified herbalist. She is from Oakland, California, where

she lives with her boyfriend, two rescue dogs, and a cat.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Hail to ÿýe Pop of Corn!This book is for those that are adventurous at heart...for those that see &

believe in thegood of all things...and most of all, to those that love popcorn!As these pages will

show, there are a plethora of recipe ideas that can be done withpopcorn...some interesting,

some exotic, some very simple, some strangely u nfamiliar or evencomplex...but all in all, I

assure you...all are very tasty! Several years of research andexperimentation have gone into

the making of this little treasure. In total, I have amassed anever-expanding collection of over

800 recipes encompassing all kinds of seasoningcombinations, soup concoctions, molecular

whimsies, crazy dessert ideas and so mu ch more.Whenever I think that I have come to the

end of my creative ideas someone will ask me “hey,have you heard of popcorn done this way...”

and another recipe is spawned. My collectionthus far surpasses all popcorn compendiums that

I have found on the internet. In doing so, Ihave officially self-proclaimed myself “The Popcorn

Guru of the Web”. Here I havecomprised a list of some that are my personal favorites...the

“best of the best”, if you will. This entire book and all of my popcorn ideas took root from a

single popcorn sou p recipethat I learned while working for Disney Cruise Line. I am one who

believes that credit shouldbe given where credit is due, and I will be the first to admit that that

sou p recipe was thesource for ground zero...for the beginning of endless, creative ideas that

have taken formfrom that one dish...that one, single, unbelievably simple soup recipe. I

discovered at that timehow a childlike idea of popcorn soup could excite and bring joy to

thousands of people whovacationed on the ship week after week, regardless of their age.

There was somethingmagical about the innocence of popcorn...the joy...the memory-inducing

potential ofsomething so...so...simple. I once posted a created popcorn recipe on social media

and acolleague that had also worked on Disney Cruise Line with me hinted, “Hey Chef, I

knowwhere you got that idea from! (wink, wink),” insinuating that I had copied the Disney

recipe.ðgðh3

magical about the innocence of popcorn...the joy...the memory-inducing potential ofsomething

so...so...simple. I once posted a created popcorn recipe on social media and aThe idea did

come from that original recipe but the truth was, I created that particular soupversion on my

own and soon many other popcorn soup variations followed. In fact, it becamemy

ambition...almost an obsession...to try and create as many original recipes as I could justto

prove and ensure to myself or anyone else that I was not a “copycat” and distance myselfas far

as possible from that one single recipe. From that moment onwards, the popcorn

feverbegan.I have always said that my favorite thing to cook are soups. The art of soup making

can becompared to the making of a great symphony orchestra. Every instrument must be

played insuch a way as to create a cohesive unit or a pleasant-sounding, harmonic

masterpiece and sotoo, it is true for soup. All the spices and seasonings, liquid ingredients,

vegetables, brothconsistency and so forth must be structured in a harmonious manner that will



create a greatend result...the perfectly composed soup. What is even more satisfying as a Chef

is whenthe parts that play in the construction of that masterpiece are few and easy to

prepare.There can be nothing more challenging and gratifying as to create something amazing

ou t ofas little as possible. Thus is the preparation for popcorn soup. I have always thought

thatthe sign of a good Chef was if he or she could turn a delicious sauce into a good soup

orvice versa...turn a mouthwatering soup into a delightful sauce. This is the inspiration

andidealism behind what lies ahead. As soon as I discovered a good popcorn sou p recipe

Irealized that I could turn the soup into a sauce base for all other dishes. I could also use

thissoup base for many other soup ideas. The thing to think of and always keep in mind is

whatpopcorn is at its root...of course it is corn....and since popcorn is corn, essentially

anythingthat will go with corn will go with popcorn. So then you might ask, what goes with

corn? Toname a few known popular classic combinations...crab, lobster, dill, butter, tarragon,

chilies,truffles, vanilla and coconut are all good with corn.ðgðh4

These all work equally well with popcorn and there are so many more culinary matches.There

are also seasonings and spices that are unique only to popcorn, making it evenmore versatile

and interesting. For instance, I have created dishes using popcorn’smolecular structure and

flavor profile. This is where it can get very interesting. Youdon’t have to use only soup or saucy

applications either. As you will see in this book,there are a myriad of ideas for delicious dessert

and popcorn snack concoctions, as well.If you dream, you can imagine the endless array of

recipe ideas that can be made.Iinvite you to explore the culinary possibilities like I have, to

sample amazingcombinations and creative ways with one of the world’s first snack foods. I

urge you toopen your mind to the endless possibilities of Wild Popcorn!For my wife, RaquelTo

Jesus Christ, for giving me the Gifts that I possess,because with Him, anything is possibleðgðh5
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Wild Popcorn Velouté.5 Liter Whole Milk Salt & Cracked Black Pepper, to season1 Tbs.

Honey1 tsp. Knorr Chicken Seasoning250 g Popcorn Kernels (Unpopped)1.5 Liter Heavy

CreamVegetable Oil, for cooking the popcorn50 g ButterPop the popcorn with the oil and set

aside. In a large soup pot, melt the butter andadd the cream and milk. Add all of the popped

popcorn and the rest of theingredients and bring up to a boil. Reduce to a simmer and cook

until the popcornhas dissolved and broken up into small bits. Remove the pot from the heat

andblend the soup with a hand-held immersion blender or a tabletop blender. Strainthe soup

mixture with a fine strainer into another pot and push to get as muchliquid as possible. Discard

the pulp. Place the soup back onto the heat and eithercontinue cooking until reduced to a

soupy chowder consistency or slightly thickenwith a mixture of cornstarch and water. This is

the basic soup recipe and it will beadapted and used throughout for many other recipes. To

garnish this simple soup,I use fun ingredients like crushed cheese flavored “Cheetos” or

varieties ofcaramel corn...white chocolate, salted, nut crusted, etc.. Use your imagination

andtry your own toppers.ðgðh12

Add Blackened Prawns &Tomato-Rosemary OilBlackening Spice & Procedure:1/2 Cayenne or

Chili Pepper 1/2 Dry Thyme Leaves2 1/2 Seasoning Salt or Regular Salt 1/2 Dry Oregano

Leaves1 Minced Dry Onion or Onion Powder 1/2 Dry Rosemary Leaves3/4 Ground Black

Pepper 1 Garlic Powder1/2 Paprika 1 tsp. ButterCast Iron Frying Pan with cover6 Large

Shrimp (at least 21/25)*Note: Can also use ChickenThis mixture can be made in any quantity

using the same ratios. For example, ifusing a teaspoon to measure...then use a teaspoon for all

of the ingredients. Ifusing a cup to measure then use a cup for all and so on. Combine all of

thespices. Heat the cast iron pan until extremely hot...white hot, in fact. Coat theshrimp or

chicken in the spice mixture and add to the pan. Quickly add thebutter and cover. There will be

a lot of smoke so if doing this indoors be sure tohave a lot of ventilation. After about 30

seconds remove the lid and turn overthe shrimp or chicken. Cover and continue to cook for

another minute or two.When the shrimp or chicken is fully cooked remove from the pan and set

aside.Add to the soup when needed and top with the tomato-rosemary oil.ðgðh13

Tomato-Rosemary Oil:2 Tbs. Tomato Paste 2 Cloves of Garlic125 ml Olive Oil 1/2 Onion,

chopped1 or 2 Sprigs of RosemaryHeat the oil in a pan and add the onion and garlic. When

the garlic isbrowned and the onion is translucent, add the rosemary and tomato paste.Heat on

low for 30 seconds and then remove and strain through acheesecloth. Cool the flavored oil and

use as needed. In this case, addprawns to the prepared soup and then top with the flavored

oil.Add KoreanGochujung Paste Seasoning250 ml Korean Gochujung Paste 1/4 tsp. Black

Pepper2 Tbs. Sesame Oil 1/2 tsp. Garlic Powder1 Tbs. SugarCombine all the ingredients and

mix into the prepared soup a little at atime until desired taste is achieved.ðgðh16
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The book by Darin Epp has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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